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The Hon Malcolm Turnbull 
Minister for Communications 
PO Box 6022  
CANBERRA ACT 2600   
 
By email: Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au  
 
 
 
 
Dear Minister 
 
Re: Broadband access in Griffith 

 
Thank you for meeting with me recently, on 12 August 2015. I refer to that meeting, and to 
the letter I delivered by hand at that meeting, to which I look forward to receiving a response. 
 
As you know from my letter of 12 August, and from our meeting, I have constituents who 
have raised concerns about internet speeds and reliability, both in relation to ADSL and HFC 
connections. My electorate was to have benefited from an NBN roll out commencing late 
2013 under Labor. However, the election of the Coalition government has meant that not 
only are there no plans to roll-out fibre, there are no current plans for roll-out even of your 
government’s version of the NBN. 
 
It seems as though your government’s basis for deciding not to roll out fibre in Griffith is that 
it has HFC coverage. With respect, even putting aside questions of the adequacy of HFC 
when compared with fibre, it is unclear how many residences in Griffith have HFC, or could 
get an HFC connection. 
 
In our meeting you provided me with:  

• a document entitled "Broadband availability & quality electorate brief - Griffith" 
("the Griffith briefing document"); and 

• a map ("the Griffith HFC map"). 
 
The Griffith briefing document states:  
 
“Approximately 76,000 premises (84 percent) can access Hybrid Fibre Coaxial (HFC) services." 
 
It seems, from reading the Griffith briefing document together with the Griffith HFC map, 
that the figure of 76,000 represents the number of residences in the Distribution Areas 
shown on the Griffith HFC map as having HFC availability of ">50%".  
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In our discussion you confirmed that the reference to ">50%" indicated that at least 50% plus 
one of the residences in the shaded areas were passed by HFC.  Further, you confirmed that 
does not mean that all of the residences passed by HFC have HFC available to them, because 
there are fewer leads-in than there are residences. Your office was unable to advise, in our 
meeting, what proportion of the residences passed by HFC were able to connect to HFC. 
 
In the circumstances, I respectfully request you advise: 
 

• how many of the 76,000 residences, located within Distribution Areas coloured 
red on the Griffith HFC map, are actually passed by HFC; and 

• of those residences passed by HFC, how many presently have HFC connections; 
and 

• of those residences passed by HFC that do not presently have HFC connections, 
how may could currently get an HFC connection (assuming you still accept there 
are fewer leads-in than there are residences passed by HFC). 

 
I note your office's indication that a plan for the construction of in-fill for HFC will be 
released shortly. I respectfully request you provide a copy of same when it becomes available. 

 
Thank you in advance for your response. I look forward to hearing from you. In the meantime 
if you require any further information, please don't hesitate to contact me. 

 
Yours sincerely 

Terri Butler MP 
Federal Member for Griffith 

 


